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PREFACE 

T he dating of documents has become a valuable tool for the detec- 
tion of fraud. Ink dating chemists in the federal government, and 

in the private sector, routinely conduct examinations of documents 
submitted in connection with a wide variety of criminal and civil 
investigations. 

The reasons these examinations have become so important is sim- 
ple-they provide conclusive proof of fraud, when it exists-and a 
strong case for authenticity, when there is no evidence of fraud. Ink 
dating techniques have been instrumental in resolving many headline 
criminal investigations, such as the investigations of former Vice- 
President Spiro Agnew; the Howard Hughes (Mormon Will); the mass 
murderer, Juan Corona; and Watergate. The Mussolini and Jack the 
Ripper diaries were also proven to be frauds by ink dating. 

Many civil cases do not make the headlines, but they often involve 
millions, if not billions of dollars. Ink examinations have been per- 
formed on documents in connection with numerous patent disputes, 
such as the patent for the manufacture of acid and stone washed jeans, 
the patent for certain video games made by Nintendo and Atari, and 
the invention of the laproscope. Medical malpractice, altered wills, 
divorces, wrongful terminations, insurance fraud, sexual harassment, 
copyrights, labor-management disputes, and legal malpractice are all 
situations that routinely require the dating of documents. Therefore it 
should be no surprise that these advances are rapidly becoming 
known worldwide by forensic chemists, document examiners, and by 
law firms that routinely question the authenticity of documents. 

This book describes in detail the many advances that have occurred 
in methods used to date inks on questioned documents, since the pub- 
lication of Forensic Examination of Ink And Paper in 1984. Using the 
methods described in this book, forensic chemists interested in this 
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line of work will be able learn how to compare, identify, and date inks 
on questioned documents. 

Document examiners, who are usually the first to examine a ques- 
tioned document, will learn the capabilities that exist with respect to 
ink dating. This will enable them to advise lawyers, when ink dating 
examinations are appropriate. Lawyers will be better able to conduct 
direct and cross-examinations of ink dating chemists and university 
professors will have a useful text to use in their forensic programs. 

I would like to take this opportunity thank my wife, Diane, for her 
love and support and for encouraging me to do something useful in 
my retirement. She is the one who had to tolerate my moods during 
the writing of this book. I thank my daughters, Desiree and Holly for 
their everlasting love and unqualified support of everything I have 
done in my life. I thank my grandchildren, Jason, Tina, Jake, and Sam, 
for their love and for adding so much more meaning to my life. My 
thanks also go to my new family, Jason, Andrea, Tim, and Chris for 
their love and sincere interest in my accomplishments. The love of 
Joe, my son-in-law, and Sue, my favorite partner in cards, is equally 
appreciated. 

Tony Cantu provided much appreciated technical advice for this 
book as he has provided ink analysts for decades. His many published 
papers are cited as technical references in the following pages. A1 
Lyter is to be thanked for his contribution of known dated ink samples 
for some of the experiments first described in this book. In addition, 
his research is also cited more than once. Robert L. Kuranz and Dr. 
Ben Fabien are recognized for providing technical review of the chap- 
ter on ink chemistry. 

Lastly, my sincere thanks go to Erich Speckin who contributed 
some of the illustrations in this text. More importantly, I thank him for 
taking up the profession of forensic ink dating, which will help provide 
longevity to the profession I have loved for over 30 years. 

R.L.B. 



INTRODUCTION 

T he forensic examination and dating of documents is important in 
our society, because documents are used throughout our lives to 

record everything we do. It starts with our birth certificate and ends 
with our death certificate. In between birth and death, there are 
receipts, leases, deeds, contracts, checks, wills, sales agreements, 
promissory notes, loans, medical records, and yes, even tax returns. 
The validity of all of these documents is often questioned during liti- 
gation. In fact, no other instrument of crime is as prevalent in our soci- 
ety as the document. Newspapers and the media report rapes, mur- 
ders, bombings, kidnappings, fires, and other violent crimes. Yet, 
crimes committed with documents involve billions of dollars annually 
and actually have a bigger impact on society than do violent crimes. 

Since the development of the first ink dating capabilities in 1968,l 
there have been many advances in this field. Now, not only can the 
first date of manufacture of an ink be determined, it is also possible to 
determine when an ink was written on a document. As a result, feder- 
al and local law enforcement agencies are routinely relying on these 
techniques in their criminal investigations. In civil areas, lawyers call 
on ink dating specialists in the private sector to date documents 
involved in a wide variety of cases. Such cases involve medical mal- 
practice, altered wills, patent disputes, divorces, tax fraud, stock fraud, 
insurance fraud, discrimination, sexual harassment, wrongful termina- 
tions, labor-management disputes, copyright cases, and a wide variety 
of contractual disputes. 

Documents may contain several items that can be chemically ana- 
lyzed for dating purposes. These items include writing inks, paper, 
correction fluids, photocopy toners, laser printer toners, ink jet printer 
inks, and typewriter inks. The most useful of these for dating purpos- 
es are writing inks. 
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The Forensic Examination of Ink and P a ~ e r , ~  published in 1984 by 
Charles C Thomas, Publisher, provides a complete description of 
methods used to analyze and date inks and paper at that time. That 
text also covers the historical development of writing inks and their 
chemical properties, manufacturing processes, writing instruments, 
printing inks, typewriting inks, and paper manufacturing processes. 
Since this text endeavors not to overlap The Forensic Examination of Ink 
and Paper, readers should be familiar with the contents of that book 
before reading about the advances described in this text. 

This text describes the advances that have occurred since 1984 for 
the chemical comparison, identification and dating of writing inks, as 
well as discussion of new writing inks that have been developed. 
Advances in the dating of inks are primarily in the area of relative age 
comparisons (ink dryness measurements) and the accelerated aging of 
inks. These methods involve comparing the relative dryness of ques- 
tioned inks with known dated inks of the same formulation, stored 
under the same conditions and written on similar paper. Accelerated 
aging of inks can be used to date inks, when known dated inks are not 
available. Both of these methods measure rates or extents of extraction 
of the inks with weak and strong solvents. Some methods measure 
only the volatile components of inks. 

We have not covered the examination of paper in this text because 
few advances have occurred in this area. In addition to detailed 
descriptions of new laboratory techniques, we will present actual case 
examinations and results. We will discuss Court admissibility of the 
methods according to the Frye and Daubert rules, as well as the estab- 
lishment of a new professional association dealing with forensic ink 
examinations, The Society of Forensic Ink Analysts (SOFIA). 
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